Enrolment Order

You need to enrol into your courses in the following order to ensure that you do not have any timetable clashes. All enrolment occurs through Access Adelaide.

Ensure you read all notes on Course Planner as enrolments are based on your rotation placement schedule. You need enrolments in Semester 1 and 2 for all courses. Enrol in the complete year.

NB. For courses in which you need to match classes with your allocated placement dates/location, there is a note at the bottom of the class information to assist you to choose correctly eg

**Note:** For students who are allocated LMH placement from 19 March to 18 May.

If you are undertaking a placement in Semester 1, you must enrol via your placement allocation in the Semester 1 course and into the shell class set up in the Semester 2 course, and vice versa.

**Semester 1 Order:**

1. **MEDIC ST 5000AHO** – Fifth Year Examination Part 1
2. **MEDIC ST 5009ARU** – Geriatrics and General Practice Part 1
3. **MEDIC ST 5014ARU** – Anaesthesia, Pain Medicine and Intensive Care V Part 1
4. **MEDIC ST 5005ARU** – Medical and Scientific Attachment III Part 1
5. **MEDIC ST 5006ARU** – Medical and Scientific Attachment IV Part 1
6. **MEDIC ST 5007ARU** – Medical and Scientific Attachment V Part 1
7. **MEDIC ST 5015ARU** – Paediatrics and Child Health Part 1
8. **MEDIC ST 5016ARU** – Human Reproductive Health Part 1

In total, 8 enrolments for Semester 1.

**Semester 2 Order:**

1. **MEDIC ST 5000BHO** – Fifth Year Examination Part 2
2. **MEDIC ST 5009BRU** – Geriatrics and General Practice Part 2
3. **MEDIC ST 5014BRU** – Anaesthesia, Pain Medicine and Intensive Care V Part 2
4. **MEDIC ST 5005BRU** – Medical and Scientific Attachment III Part 2
5. **MEDIC ST 5006BRU** – Medical and Scientific Attachment IV Part 2
6. **MEDIC ST 5007BRU** – Medical and Scientific Attachment V Part 2
7. **MEDIC ST 5015BRU** – Paediatrics and Child Health Part 2
8. **MEDIC ST 5016BRU** – Human Reproductive Health Part 2

In total, 8 enrolments for Semester 2.

NB. If you choose a class that clashes with other components or courses you are already enrolled in, an error message will be displayed along with the clashing class numbers. **Please attempt to resolve this by ensuring you have followed the enrolment advice above, or choose a different class for one that is clashing.**
If you cannot find a way to resolve the clash or enrol in all components, please complete an enrolment error advice form with the relevant class details and 10 digit error number.